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Abstract

This paper includes study of three different text generation model approaches to test 

if making noticeable inferior changes in data preparation but significantly increasing 

the size of the model would have continuous drastic changes on the fidelity of results.

I used chicken recipes found online to train text generative models that resulted in 

three different chicken recipes that no one may be able to follow. The general theme 

that emerged as the result of this experiment was: the outcome of a model is dictated 

not only by how big it is but also how well the data was processed for it.

1. Introduction

Using RNNs [1]  to generate texts have been one of the wide applications of deep 

learning in the past few decades. As stated by Karpathy in his article [2] Recurrent 

Neural Networks(RNNs) are unreasonably good at what they are supposed to do i.e, 

perform exceptionally well on sequential data but, not to forget, its GRUs [3] and 

LSTMs [4] that have brought limelight and foreground to sequential problems 

overcoming the exploding gradient problems with RNNs.

While there are generative adversarial networks like MASKGAN [5], I have omitted 

the use such highly powerful and accurate models in order to compare what the bare 

minimum of work can get done in terms of work just by increasing the size of it. 

Also, The generation and training process of MASKGAN is based on filling in the 

blanks which is out of the problem statement/study of this paper.

2. Methods

When it comes to recipe generation, the first dataset to come in mind would be 

RecipeNLG (cooking recipes dataset) [6], but for the sake of simplicity I decided to 

generate a simple and easy to overfit dataset. The data was kept easy to overfit to 

easily test the fidelity of the results. The recipe for the dataset is imported from the 

results on chicken keyword search on the online cooking recipe site cookbook. The 

dataset consists of 150 different and unique chicken recipes from different origins and

with varying length of words with some number and characters complexity. 
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Fig 1 : recipes on dataset.

2.1 Understanding the dataset

The text file consists of 150 lines, each with collection of sentences that makes up a 

unique recipe with a vocabulary of 1211 unique words, letters and characters. Adding

the unknown word token <unk> to the vocabulary made it a total of 1212 unique 

words in the dataset. The largest recipe in dataset consists of 730 words. As a result of

irregularity on the length of recipe and to test our paper agenda three different 

approaches were taken to preproecess the data. 

2.1.1 Sequencing 100 words per training example from pretrained 
embeddings

This is the laziest and easiest approach to make a training example. In this approach, 

the entire text is treated as a single continuous line and 100 words are taken at a time 

for vectorization. Pretrained embeddings from the NLPL word embeddings repository

[7], with over 291186 words in its vocabulary, was used to make word embeddings. 

This approach is good for making training data to create similar vocabulary like the 

text generation examples on Shakespeare's vocabulary shown in tensorflow example 

for RNNs [1] but does not have a flow of a recipe. The embedding and problems that 

came with it is discussed in the next approach as it become more prominent in that 

approach.

2.1.2 Using padding for training example with THRESH and pretrained 
embedding

In this approach, the training dataset is padded. Every recipe is either truncated or 

padded, with <unk>, depending if the length of recipe is bigger or smaller than the 

hyperparameter THRESH. The THRESH hyperparameter was required to make the 

process efficient as the word embedding was already big for google colab, resulting 

the training dataset to have the shape of (150, THRESH). The main issue with this 

approach was the embedding vocabulary did not have some of the words used in the 



dataset. This resulted in the word vectors being gibberish for any human to 

understand let alone the model.

2.1.3 Using padding for training example without THRESH and fresh 
embedding

The idea with this approach was to dump the pretrained embedding layer and to train 

one from scratch using the words in the model only. This resulted in the new 

vocabulary of 1212 in the word embedding; far less than previous 291186 which 

meant we could use higher dimension for embedding and also use more GRU units 

without running to OEM exceptions in tensorflow. The THRESH hyper parameter 

was removed and the whole training model was padded to the largest training 

example resulting the training dataset to have the shape of (150,730).

2.2 Training batches

The first approach [section 2.1.1] was divided into batches of 32, resulting in training 

batches of (32,100). However, in the second approach, the batch size had to be 

deducted to 4 as THRESH was a big number(420) resulting in training batches of 

(4,420). One possible remedy to increase the training batch would be to only keep the

words in the embeddings that were in the vocabulary but that would remove the 

scalability of  model when new training examples with new words were to be added. 

This remedy was virtually applied with the third approach as we started from ground-

up embedding layer. The input were in batches of (32,730) and the embedding 

dimensions were  increased by 3.2 times without exhausting any resources.

3. Model Architecture

Each of the three models have the following architecture with change in all of the 

hyper parameters. The number of GRU units were different in each of the models to 

test if going big on the number of GRU units and having a large model would make 

as huge difference as we think it would. In order to test if just having a bigger model 

would make better impact, the largest model [3.1] was based on the most ill-prepared 

dataset [2.1.1] and the smallest model [3.3] was based on the most padded yet robust 

dataset [2.1.3].



Figure 2 : Model architecture pic credit : tensorflow

3.1 Model based on 2.1.1

The dataset fed to this model is the first approach to the dataset as discussed in 

[2.1.1]. The number of GRU units used in this model were 1512. This was the largest 

model with 448,794,235 trainable parameters and 87,356,100 non-trainable 

parameters. The optimizer of choice was ADAM [8] without gradient clipping and 

the loss function used was sparse categorical cross entropy [9] for all of the three 

models.

3.2 Model based on 2.1.2

The dataset fed to this model is the second approach to the dataset as discussed in 

[2.1.2]. The number of GRU units used in this model were just 512: to account for the

larger embedding layer output as discussed in [2.1.2]. However, this model still 

resulted to be the second largest model with 151,809,943 trainable parameters and 

87,356,100 non trainable parameters.



3.3 Model based on 2.1.3

The dataset fed to this model is the third approach to the dataset as discussed in 

[2.1.3]. Since this model had an ground-up embedding layer, it didn’t fight for 

resources as much as the previous two had to. A tiny embedding layer as compared to

the previous two models also resulted in this model being the most efficient and the 

smallest among the three models with just 63,449,037 trainable parameters.

3.4 Generator Model 

The generator model is the standard generator model by the works of tensorflow in 

their notebook [10] of text generation.

Fig 3: Generator architecture. pic credit : tensorflow

4. Results

The major theme that emerged from the training process was: no matter how big the  

model is, if the data preprocessing was not done correctly, a small yet efficient model 

can outperform huge chunky model. The models did perform from good to worse 

worse as the data preparation for them went from good enough to lazy work, 

irrespective of the model size. The biggest model went on to perform the worst in 

terms of loss and fidelity while the smallest model performed the best in terms of 

loss, efficiency and fidelity.

4.1 First model evaluation

Although the biggest, the first model [section 3.1] was the poorest performing model 

in the training example and did not hold up to generate detailed instructions in the 

recipes. The model had a loss of 5.4547 after 20 training epochs. 



Fig 4: Loss vs Epochs 

The sample generation of this model is as follows:

`put splatter hot in 20 pork in minutes add almonds oil brown ginger liver fantastic and lightly 

remove almonds place mayonnaise margarine onions oil spray and add together reduce 1/2 stir 

mushrooms dredge spray 3 in lowering and little vegetable add add 5 the mixture milk turn crushed

half low constantly`

4.2  Second model evaluation

This model [section 3.2] was slightly better than the first one but had its own flaws. 

Since the model had a small batch size of 4, it was the slowest to train. The model 

had a loss of 0.6647 after 20 training epochs, that is already way better than the initial

model but nowhere close to the third model.



Fig 5: Loss vs Epochs

The sample generation of this model is as follows:

`boil a casserole bake butter large 9 set and milk butter 2 curry 3 in 5 simmer breasts add a large 

poultry tastes waxed excess casserole melted heat hours bowl of and slow fire seasoned small 

constantly onion dish serve bring bake chicken dish using color of broth tender pot add and made 

serve and remove may 3 of pepper aside and and chicken and stir `

4.3 Third model evaluation

The smallest model [3.3] performed the best in terms of efficiency, loss and overall 

text generation. The efficiency and small loss can be attributed to the small 

vocabulary, which also let it have more GRU units than its vocabulary and other 

models overall. Training on the model was efficient because it could be eqquiped 

with larger batch sizes without running into any OEM issues. It was able to get a loss 

of 0.2679 after 20 training epochs, that just crushes the other two models in training. 

Fig 6: Loss vs Epochs

The sample generation of this model is as follows:
`boil water marinate chicken cook on top and cook about 5 to the soups and chopped celery and cut

chicken in saucepan melt butter yogurt top and salt and cover cornflakes into a few steamed rice   

avocado, basil and chicken and simmer place chicken on medium heat through serve with celery`

5. Conclusion and Ending notes

From the model evaluations, it’s quite evident that just having a huge network [4.1] is

not at all beneficial if the data is not handled with proper care. From evaluation of the

other two examples [4.2 and 4.3], we can note that, with better preprocessed data, a 

smaller network did bring better results. Talking of the embedding layer, the bigger 



embedding layer from NLPL[7][4.1 and 4.2] could bring new words to the recipe that

were not in the original vocabulary but came with the cost of efficiency. On the other 

hand, the smaller embedding layer used in the third model [4.3] performed 

significantly better, improving efficiency and being small, but had no variety to offer.

Although the third model had least trainable parameters, I.e, it was the smallest 

model of all, the model performed significantly better than any other models. The 

largest model [3.1] went on to perform worse than any other models because of poor 

data sampling. The conclusion that summarizes the research would be “Bigger 

models would be better if they are equally, if not more, efficient than the other 

smaller model and data preprocessing is more important to make the model better 

than to just increase it’s number of parameters”.
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